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This effort may seem good to some students but it does not enhance knowledge about the subject
i.e. the most important objective of research paper writing.

Ideally, research paper should provide a new dimension to the topic of study. A research paper
should reflect ideas of students concerning their understanding about the subject. Students may be
required to write a descriptive or comparative research paper depending upon the topic of their
study. Whether students write a descriptive or comparative research paper; they should provide
original ideas to enhance the scope of subject matter on hand.

Here is a list of points with brief description which will aid students in finding out how to write
research paper successfully:

Point No. 1 Be Positive

You should remain positive and aim for the best with your research. Of course, you can't predict that
your research will be a 100% success but believing in you and putting sincere effort will aid you
come up with a good research paper.

Point No. 2 Topic Selection

You should keep the following things in your mind when selecting a topic for your research:

1.You should select a topic of your interest.

2.Topic should be unique for the readers to read.

3.Topic for research should neither be too broad nor narrow.

Point No. 3 Thorough Research

You should acquaint yourself with various research methods to implement those methods
successfully in your research. You should also take opinions from the experts and use case studies,
surveys, polls & some other research tools to cover different dimensions about your topic under
consideration in-depth.

Point No. 4 What is the Scope?

You should know what you want to convey the reader through research. Creating a clear yet
concise thesis statement will set the scope of your research paper.

Point No. 5 An Outline

You should create an outline by keeping in your mind; the different dimensions of your research
topic. It will set the format for your writing assignment.

Point No. 6 Handling Different Dimensions of the Topic
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You should handle different dimensions of the topic, one by one. Adopting this way for research will
help you come up with ideas naturally.

Point No. 7 Proofreading

After writing your research paper, you should read the entire paper to check whether your research
paper is free from errors or not.

Point No. 8 How to Write a Research Paper with the Best Quality?

Following is a list of elements which can bring the best quality in your research paper:

Illustrations by Examples or Case Studies

Pictorial Representations to Present a Concept or Idea

Appropriate Use of Flowcharts and Tables

Discussions About the Topic With Relevant Quotes
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